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FIRST THINGS FIRST
A big thank you to all the
volunteers who made our
office move painless. A big
thanks to the office volunteers for standing in during
the interruption.
THANKS THANKS THANKS!

Holiday Alcothons
A Club, 5650 Missouri
Ave.,
NPR: Meetings
every two hours starting at
8 PM Christmas Eve and
New Year’s Eve and ending with 6 AM meetings
on Christmas and New
Year’s Day. Call A Club at
846-7822 to reserve a
time to chair a meeting.
Dry Dock Center, 1733
Alt. US 19, Tarpon Springs:
Meetings start with a 5:30
PM meeting on Dec. 24
and Dec. 31, with hourly
meetings from 8 PM
through 6 AM Dec. 25 and
Jan. 1.
Hernando-Pasco A Club:
Hourly meetings beginning
8 AM Dec. 24 and Dec. 31
and run through 8 PM
Christmas and New Year’s
Day. 18922 Titus Rd.,
County Line Industrial Park,
Hudson.
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Step Twelve:
“Having had a Spiritual
Awaking As The Result of
These Steps, We Tried To
Carry This Message To
Alcoholics and to Practice
These Principles In All Our
Affairs”

A spiritual awakening is real
because our lives are
changed as a result. We can
see and feel it. Many of us
feel more alive, loving, open,
and better able to join fully in
life. We come to know the
n a tu ra l j o y o f th i n g s
experienced just as they are.
That power, whether it is our
own best and highest nature
or a force beyond ourselves,
becomes ours to tap into
whenever we are open to it. It
guides our actions and
provides inspiration for our
continued growth. This comes
about gradually and slowly as
we work the Steps. We grow
more and more uncomfortable
acting out on our character
defects, and begin to feel
more at ease practicing
spiritual principles.
The founding moment of AA
was Bill W. sharing his story
with Dr. Bob. We can only
keep what we have by giving it
away, because we reinforce
our recovery by sharing it with
others. The message of a
spiritual awakening perhaps is
that we are not alone, we can
stay sober, we can recover,
and there is hope. We simply
present the message of our
own story as positively as we
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Donation Addresses
Staying Sober Through the
Please make donation
Holidays
checks payable to West
Staying sober in everyday life is Pasco Intergroup.
hard enough at times, but throw
West Pasco/Tarpon
in a couple cups of holidays, a
Springs Intergroup
few tablespoons full of parties, a
TREASURER
heaping teaspoon of stress, a
7121 US 19
dash of "just one won't hurt," and
New Port Richey, Fl.
you have the perfect recipe for
34652
relapse this Holiday Season.
District 15 General
Alcohol is pretty synonymous
Service
with holiday partying, but for
TREASURER
those trying to maintain sobriety
P.O. Box 692
it can be an especially difficult
Elfers, FL 34680-0692
time, many people find these
Area
15 General Service
times especially trying even if
Area 15 Treasurer
they are not in recovery.
PO Box 650699
Many alcoholics in recovery have
Vero
Beach, FL 32965relapsed around holidays. There
0699
have been countless individuals
AA
General
Service
with over 5 years sober time who
Office
have relapsed around holidays
PO Box 459
for reasons too numerous to
mention here, but it happens be- Grand Central Station
cause they either began to slack
New York, New York
on their daily spiritual mainte10163
nance, or ignored it altogether.
However, two of the most self “EACH MEMBER OF ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS IS BUT A
sabotaging thoughts that attack
SMALL PART OF A GREAT
sobriety are: "Just one won't
WHOLE. AA MUST CONTINUE
hurt," and "I owe myself this
TO LIVE OR MOST OF US WILL
one." I owe myself this one is in
SURELY DIE. HENCE OUR
regard to a celebration of being COMMON WELFARE COMES
sober for a period of time. Some FIRST. BUT INDIVIDUAL WELmay convince themselves it is FARE FOLLOWS CLOSE AFTERWARDS."
okay to celebrate after one day
sober, others with a year, and
some with decades of sobriety.
And in recovery we all know,
Activity at Central Office
"one is too many, and a thousand
Nightline calls……….43
is never enough," this is the reaOffice calls…..……...100
son why just one won't hurt is
Walk-ins……………..60
also the biggest lie alcoholics
Cont. pg. 2

can, and remain available to
help when we are asked. We
see which Step we are meant
to practice in each event of life.
We are more aware of our old
unworkable thought-habits that
leap to mind when we react to
life events and that dictate our
actions. Now we may pause,
ask for help, and then respond
in a workable way that contributes to the serenity and peace
of mind of all concerned. The
positive principles of honesty,
selflessness, courage, and
compassion arise naturally as
we enjoy that profound alteration in [our] reaction to life that
the Big Book authors speak of.
(567: 4) The spiritual benefits
of our new worthy behaviors
are real and will materialize if
we work for them. We deeply
wish for others as well as for
ourselves that we all may be
happy, joyous and free. Gratitude becomes the underlying
force in all that we do. We let
our lives speak.
Anonymous

Christmas Dinner
A Club Christmas Dinner
1:00 PM Dec. 25. Everyone
invited. Bring a covered dish
if you can. Turkey and Ham
donations appreciated.

Good Luck Dinner
A Club Good Luck dinner,
1:00 P.M. New Year’s Day.
Black eyed peas, collard
greens and corn bread. Everyone invited.

Tradition Twelve:
“Anonymity is the spiritual
foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to
place principles before
personalities”.
Many years ago I was told
that whenever I’m sharing, I
must always be Aware of the
miniskirt principle. When I
asked what that was, I was
told that it had to be “short
enough to attract interest and
long enough to cover the bare
essentials”. So, in writing this
article on the principles of
anonymity, I shall attempt to
follow this principle.
Many times I have heard a
member of our fellowship say
that they will break their anonymity but will respect another’s. However, the next
time that the same member
wishes to refer to a deceased
member, I will hear them say,
“oh I can break their anonymity, as they are no longer with
us”. I do not believe that any
AA member who has died
loses his right to anonymity
just because he has passed
away, unless the family of that
deceased member has consented to such a release.
When I first arrived in AA,
there came with me fear. Not
only fear of the unknown, but
fear that someone might find
out that I have come through
the doors of AA. How demoralizing and devastating my life
had become. I wanted no one
to know that I was doing
something about my unmanageable life. Although I did
not believe in a Higher Power
at the time, I now thank the
God of my understanding for
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the principle of anonymity.
It was only after this that I
learned from my sponsor that
if I truly wanted to recover, I
not only had to practice the
Twelve Steps, but I had to
bring the Traditions into my
life as well. It was only then
that I learned about the exact level at which we must
maintain personal anonymity:
The level of press, radio and
films.” This is not anonymity
from my fellow members, nor
is it keeping my anonymity if I
feel that another person may
be able to take advantage of
the AA program. Who could
have expressed it better than
our co-founder Dr. Bob? He
stated: Since our tradition on
anonymity designates the
exact level where the line
should be held, it must be
obvious to everyone who can
read and understand the
English language that to
maintain anonymity at any
other level is definitely a violation of this tradition. The
AA who hides his identity
from his fellow AA by using a
given name violates the Tradition just as much as the AA
who permits his name to appear in the press in connection with matters pertaining to
AA. The former is maintaining his anonymity above the
level of press, radio, and
films, and the latter is maintaining his anonymity below
the level of press, radio, and
films—whereas the Tradition
states that we should maintain our anonymity at the
level of press, radio and
films”
Therefore, for me, the principle enunciated by anonymity

can ever perpetrate against
themselves. You don't need
to throw your sobriety away
to have a good time during
the holiday season. Getting
involved with other people in
recovery, finding meaningful
activities to participate in,
service work, step work, and
maintaining emotional sobriety through prayer and
meditation allow you to treat
the spiritual malady or void
in the soul.
The Holiday season is a
perfect way to get to know
new people in recovery,
many groups will have parties of their own that you can
be a part of, do service work
at, and provide a chance to
meet new people. So treat
the Holidays as any other
day of the year; trust God
clean house and help others
and you too will stay sober!
Anonymous

Treasurer’s Report
November 2012
Beginning Balance…….$4,775.20
Income ….…………....$2,013.43
Expenses …………….. $2,752.19
Ending Balance ... …… $4,036.44

Please Support
Your Central Office
Sunday Hotline Office
Staff for:
2 shifts daily Mon.-Fri.
10 AM - 1:30 PM
Or
1:30 PM– 5 PM 1 shift
Sat. 10 AM - 1 PM
And
Contact Central Office
for more information.
727-847-0777

Is humility. True humility for me is
remembering not to think less of myself but to think of myself less.
In addition to protecting the anonymity of my fellow member, I must also
remember my relationship to AA as a
whole. I must constantly be vigilant to
the principle that I am never so sober
that I cannot get drunk, but I now
know for a fact that I can become so
drunk that I may never become sober.
If this should ever happen, then my
actions in the outside world along with
my broadcasting of my membership in
AA could affect the ability of someone
else wanting to enter into this Fellowship. Sobriety is not guaranteed.
In the closing paragraphs of the
chapter on Tradition Twelve in the
“Twelve and Twelve,” Bill W. wrote the
following:
“These experiences taught us that
anonymity is real humility at work. It
is an all-pervading spiritual quality
which today keynotes AA life everywhere. Moved by the spirit of anonymity, we try to give up our natural
desires for personal distinction as AA
members both among fellow alcoholics and before the general public. As
we lay aside these very human aspirations, we believe that each of us
takes part in the weaving of a protective mantle which covers our whole
Society and under which we may
grow and work in unity. We are sure
that humility, expressed by anonymity,
is the greatest safeguard that Alcoholics Anonymous can ever have.”
Where better can humility be displayed than in doing service? This
can be done inside and outside AA,
by doing something for another human being and not expecting anything
in return. I did not come into AA
knowing anything about this concept,
I, like so many others, had to be
taught by the long-timers that it was
better to give than to receive.
The biggest benefit that I get for doing something inside AA is serenity-

and the ability to stay sober one day
at a time. I also obtain inside growth.
I am sometimes asked how this can
be transferred to the outside world.
One way I have found is to give a care
package to a needy family at Christmas (or any other time of the year)
anonymously. There is no warmer
feeling on the inside than knowing that
you helped another human being in a
time of need-and the only ones who
know are you and your Higher Power.
Throughout my years in AA, many
members have given me their time
and wisdom. Some of their wisdom
was not always so well-received by
me, but it often takes time for me to
digest the truth. Not one of these
people wanted any pay or reward for
what they so freely gave. I must
therefore remember that it’s my responsibility to pay it forward. In doing
so, the rewards that I receive are tenfold.
If everyone practiced these AA principle in their daily affairs, what a wonderful world it would be.
Percy G.
Gravenhurst, Ontario
MY FIRST CHRISTMAS SEASON
The 1975 Christmas season was in
the air and I was several months sober; my phone was ringing off the
hook; a host of new AA friends were
keeping my spirits alive and happy. I
was going to meetings all around Los
Angeles as often as possible.
My
spare time was spent hanging around
the clubhouse at 26th & Broadway, in
Santa Monica. There I felt safe because the subject was generally focused on one subject: sobriety.
Although my family was back in Indiana,
I was seldom lonely and I seemed to
be winning the battle against that first
drink. The goose seemed to be hanging high! (A Bill Wilson saying)
However, I hadn’t experienced a
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sober holiday season for over twenty
-five years and there existed hat hidden terror of the next drink, but I
seemed to be was successful at
pushing it away, like the boy in the
Big Book who was whistling in the
dark to keep up his spirits. The
closer Christmas came, the harder I
pushed away those terrifying
thoughts.
But, like a muscle, the
harder I shoved it, the stronger it
got. The terror grew! Maybe I could
get past Christmas, but what about
New Years Eve! I remembered the
time I was so drunk in preparation
that I passed out and missed the entire celebration. Don’t think about
it! Don’t think about it! If I think it -I’ll drink it! The fear grew paramount. Was I was headed for deep
chicken fat trouble?
I had a sponsor who told me to just work the
Steps off-the-wall the way I felt best
and the obsession would finally subside (not a very good idea!). I now
realize that I was staying sober by
surviving on the fellowship; I have
since learned a cliché: “Survival on
the fellowship is untreated alcoholism!” Although numerous meetings
and the AA fellowship did, albeit
barely, keep me dry throughout that
terrifying season, the time soon
came when I marched into a Hollywood bar, after a parade, and almost ordered a gin & tonic. Thank
God I didn’t! The next week, a new
sponsor led me through the Twelve
Step process and within a few
months the obsession to drink was
lifted and has never returned.
If I were asked to offer personalexperience-advice for someone’s first
sober Christmas holiday season, it
would be to find a sponsor who can
help them through the 12-Step process, el pronto. The fellowship is
good, but a vital spiritual experience
is the ultimate solution.
Bob S., Richmond, IN

GROUPS REPRESENTED
AT INTER-GROUP
NOVEMBER 2012
NEW HOPE BEGINNERS
TROPICAL ATTITUDES
NPR KISS GROUP
BAYOU GROUP
MIRACLE GROUP
HAPPIER HOUR
4TH DIMENSION
CAME TO BELIEVE
HOW IMPORTANT IS IT
WONDERFUL SAT STEP

PASCO BIG BOOK
NEW YEAR’S EVE

DINNER AND DANCE

3ND ANNUAL CHRISTMAS CAROLING

Lakes of Regency Park

Saturday, Dec. 22-4:30pm-8pm

8330 Civic Drive Port Richey, FL
Monday, December 31, 2012
TICKETS $18
Doors Open at 7:00 pm

LET’S GET BETTER

Dinner served at 7:45 pm

TOGETHER

Music and Dancing till midnight
Please, no children allowed
Questions: Call Cindy M. 352-346-6268

Meet at Starbucks on US 19 and Gulf
Drive, NPR then head out to spread
holiday cheer at local treatment centers. Last year was a complete success and we are hoping to see even
more people get involved this year.
ANY QUESTIONS CONTACT: Chris
Kelly 727-277-9455.

NEW MEETING
Starting December 10th at Central Office
located 7121 U. S. Hwy. 19, NPR. M-F at 12:00 noon.
Format open discussion.

TRIANGLE GROUP
BABS ………………………...31
HAPPIER HOUR
ANNE…..……………………..30
JULIE..………………………...16

PASCO BIG BOOK
ALEC K………………….……..1
CINDY H..………………………4
ERIC B………………………...4
DOUG. H………………………..4

SERENITY GROUP
LARRY……….………………28
BUDDY …….………………..25
NEIL ...……………………....23
FAUSTO……………………...16

CHRIS…………………………..5 CARLA F..……………………..6 HOW IMPORTANT IS IT

TWO OR MORE
BOB B……………………………32
RICK………………………………7

KIS WOMEN’S
JEANNE T………………………..26
STEPANIE D……………………..14

MIKE ………………………......2 FRED A..………………….…...7 HAROLD……………………..16 3&11
LORRI P. (NOV.)..………………..5
Lance..M..…………………...10 LIVING SOBER STUDY GROUP
TROPICAL ATTITUDES
MELINDA ………………………4 ROBERT..M.………………….26 W AYNE………………………..4 JIM B……………………………39

TOM .MCD….…………………31
HOOT N HOLLER
JIM ……………………………26 NEW HOPE BEGINNERS
HAPPY JOYOUS AND FREE

WHY IT WORKS
LANCE M………………………10

BOB.…………………………..27 BOB…………………………….8 BOB …………………………22 ERICH B……………………….……4
PATRICK M…………………….…..1
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Non AA Events listed here are presented solely as a
service to readers, not as an endorsement by the
Newsletter Committee or General Service Office. For any
additional information, please use the addresses
provided.

Future Events
March, 2013: Annual Sober stock, three days of meetings, workshops, music and free food in a camping setting, details will be posted on the soberstock.com website, still under construction.

Items and Ideas on Area Gatherings for A.A.s—
Dec. 8: District 15 Treatment Committee, noon, A Club.
Join & carry the message into hospitals, detox & ACTS.
Female members acutely needed.

May 24-27, 2013: Summer Kickoff Classic, St. Petersburg, FL. Speakers, workshops, entertainment, Hilton St.
Petersburg Carillon Park. Info & updates summerkickoffclassic@verizon.net

Dec. 12: WPTSAA Intergroup meeting, 6:30 pm, Central Office, 7121 US 19, NPR. Send a representative of
your group.

July 24-28, 2013: 57th Florida State Convention, no
info yet.

Dec. 15: District 15 Corrections & Public Info/-CPC
Committees both meet at noon at A Club and need
members.

Elsewhere Around the Globe

Dec. 15: Unity Meeting, 7 PM Redeemer Community
church, 9230 Ridge Rd. NPR, 1 mile E. of Little Rd., S.
side. Host: Hoot N Holler . Two speakers, fellowship,
snacks. Doors open at 6:30.

Jan. 18-20, 2013: Annapolis, MD, Intergroup Convention, with Al-Anon participation. Speakers will include
Sandy B., of Tampa. www.annapolisareaintergroup.org
for details.

Dec. 18: District 15 Committee meeting, 6:30 pm,
Community Congregational Church, 6533 Circle, Blvd.,
NPR. Come & learn. Each group should be represented.
All AAs welcome.

Feb. 22-24, 2013: Fifth Annual Cayman Islands
Roundup, Sobriety in the Sun, South Sound Community Center, Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands, Speakers:
Bob D. and Kent C. from Las Vegas, NV. For info:
caymanroundup@gmail.com

Dec. 29 Pasco Big Book monthly Eating Meeting at 7
pm, followed by member anniversaries speakers meeting
at 8 pm. Edna Ave. Club, 7137 Edna Ave., Hudson.
“Bring a dish if you can.”

Sept. 6-8, 2013: Sisters by the Sea, Waldorf Astoria,
Naples, 475 Seagate Drive, Speaker Meetings, Open
Dec. 31: Pasco Big Book Annual New Year’s Eve
Discussion Meeting, Workshops, Ask It Basket, featuring
Party at Lakes of Regency Park, 8330 Civic Drive, PR,
7:00 pm dinner at 7:45 music, dancing till midnight, tickets Polly P. from Jacksonville, FL. Info: Peggy 239-2697654.
$18. Please no children allowed, questions: Cindy M.
352-346-6268 or Chuck E. 727-862-7898

The Newsletter Committee is soliciting info about any AA
Activities; group events, dances, picnics etc.
Submit info by 20th of the month prior to publication to:
igu50@yahoo.com
Or deliver or mail to
West Pasco/Tarpon Springs Intergroup
7121 US 19
New Port Richey, Fl. 34652
(727) 847-0777
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Please keep in mind the seventh tradition: Every A. A. group ought to be fully self supporting, declining outside contributions.
That means Central Office is supported by your group contributions. Thanks for your support!
GROUP DONATIONS
JAN
647471
$ 35.00
678675
$
1001 REASONS
$
2 FOR 1 WOMEN'S GROUP
$
3 & 11 STEPS GROUP
$ 20.00
4TH DIMENSION
$ 185.00
7 & UP GROUP
$
A CLUB 12 & 12
$
A CLUB BIG BOOK
$
A CLUB JOE & CHARLIE
$
A CLUB SAT AM BIG BOOK
$ 50.00
A CLUB SUN AM GRATITUDE
$
AA WAY GROUP
$
ALONG SPIRITUAL LINES
$
AMAZING GRACE
$
ANONYMOUS
$
AS BILL SAW IT
$
BACK TO BASICS
$
BAYOU GROUP
$ 65.00
BEACH GROUP
$
BROWN BAGGERS
$ 20.00
CAME TO BELIEVE
$
CANDLELIGHT BEGINNERS
$
COR, ROPE, HOPE
$
COTEE RIVER YOUNG PEOPLE
$
DISCOVER THE TRUTH
$
DISTRICT 15
$
DOUG GRAAT
$ 24.00
DRY DOCK
$
EACH DAY NEW BEGINNING
$
EASIER SOFTER WAY
$
EDNA AVE JOE & CHARLIE TAPES
$
EDNA AVENUE CLUB 12&12
$
FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE
$
FRIDAY NIGHT SERENITY
$
GRAPEVINE
$
GRAPEVINE
$
HAPPIER HOUR
$
HAPPY JOYOUS FREE
$ 23.50
HOOT N HOLLER
$ 0.50
HOW IMPORTANT IS IT
$ 110.00
IN MEMORY OF RAY
$
IN THE BEGINNING
$ 0.40
INTERGROUP
$ 19.00
JAMES GANG
$
KIS WOMEN'S GROUP
$
K.I.S.S. GROUP
L.I.F.E. RECOVERY
$
LET'S GET BETTER TOGETHER
$
LIFE DISCUSSION GROUP
$
LIFE RECOVERY
$ 5.00
LIVING SOBER
$
LIVING SOBER STUDY GROUP
$
MEN ONLY
$
MEN'S LETS TALK
$
MIRACLE GROUP
$
MONDAY NIGHT BIG BOOK
$
MORNING INVENTORY
$
NEW HOPE BEGINNERS
$
NEW LIFE GROUP
$
NOON HIGH
$
NOT A GLUM LOT
$
NPR KISS GROUP
$
PASCO BIG BOOK
$ 0.85
SATURDAY MORNING BIG BOOK
SERENITY GROUP
$
SOBER NOT DEAD
SUNDAY MORNING GRATITUDE
$ 50.00
SURRENDER GROUP
$
THURSDAY 12&12
$
TRIANGLE GROUP
$
TROPICAL ATTITUDES
$ 40.00
TWO OR MORE
$
UNITY MEETING
$ 46.40
WHY IT WORKS
$ 20.00
WONDERFUL SATURDAY STEP GROUP$
-

FEB

TOTALS

$ 1,384.41

$ 714.65

MAR

APR

$
$

20.00

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

25.00

$ 20.00

$ 40.00
$ 122.00
$
25.00

$ 20.00
$ 165.00

$

20.00

$ 20.00
$ 80.00

$

$ 20.00
$ 330.00
\

$ 20.00

$ 20.00

1.00

$ 64.16
$
$ 25.00

2.00

$ 25.00
$ 50.40
$ 50.00
$

20.00

$ 20.00
$ 25.00

$ 20.00
$ 25.00

$

0.75

$ 25.00

$ 25.00

$ 340.00
$
$
$

0.70
15.00
25.00

$

24.40

$ 25.00

$ 38.75

$
$
$

14.45
31.74
80.00

$

20.00

$
$

60.00
10.00

$

50.00

$ 25.00

$ 300.00
$ 13.29

$ 110.00

$ 128.00

$ 250.00
$ 17.01

$

10.00

$

90.00

$ 17.00

$

22.00

$

20.00

$ 14.00

$ 16.00

$ 35.00

$ 102.00

$

70.00

$

75.00

$

11.00

$ 50.00

$ 27.00
$ 228.06
$
30.00
$
10.00
$
60.00
$

$ 15.10

$ 25.00

$

30.00

$ 10.00
$ 10.00

$

$ 13.55
$ 50.00

$
40.00
$ 100.00
$
17.42
$
50.00

50.00

$ 30.00

$ 236.53
$
20.00
$
10.00
$ 120.00

$ 20.00
10.00

$ 47.72

$ 86.48
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

$ 10.00
$ 10.00

$ 60.00
$ 50.00

$ 25.00
$ 63.61
$

50.00

$ 50.00

$ 150.00
$
40.00
$ 100.00
$
71.25
$
20.00

$ 60.00
$ 33.27
$ 52.36

$
60.00
$ 138.00
$
18.65

$
$
$
$

60.00
95.00
32.00
40.39

$ 133.35
$ 406.94

$ 1,055.61

$ 83.50
$ 17.20

$ 165.25
$
77.00
$
37.70
$
41.27

$ 100.00
$ 792.68
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$ 737.86

$ 60.00
$ 104.00
$ 36.75

$ 60.00
$ 47.00
$ 39.00
$ 0.60

$ 30.00
$ 63.75
$ 40.00

$ 100.00
$ 1,078.75

$449.22

$784.61 $391.23

$ 160.38
$ 17.00
$ 24.00
$ 200.00

DEC
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

TOTAL
35.00
25.00
220.00
802.00
105.00
50.00
1.00
64.16
50.00
50.40
115.00
80.00
75.00
25.75
340.00
24.00
0.70
65.00
25.00
410.00
114.39
32.24
318.00
250.00
0.40
140.11
95.00
40.00
192.00
50.00
5.00
70.00
75.00
75.00
98.00
598.79
110.00
60.00
180.85
100.00
225.00
94.58
250.00
150.00
575.25
868.63
349.22
238.62
533.35

$8,452.44

